Asian Gypsy Moth Program
Logistics and OSH Considerations

Plant Protection Division
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
Arrival Logistics

Several people need to be contacted to coordinate a vessel’s arrival for inspection.

- Shipping Agent
- Coast Guard
- Port Authority
- Pilotage Authority
- Customs
- Transport
- Launch/Taxi
Logistical Obstacles

Sometimes there are obstacles to getting a vessel to an inspection site.

- Difficult Captains / Vessel Owners
- Environmental Conditions – weather
- Vessel size - draught
Ship inspection is a hazardous activity!

- Boarding / Transfer at anchor (life vests)
- Hazards on vessels
  - Physical (slippery decks / fumes)
  - Environmental (cold / hot)
  - Biological (colds / flu)
OSH Regulations

- Federal Labour Codes
- Provincial Labour Codes
- Marine Labour Codes
- Agency Labour Codes